The soil zones of the Great Plains are aligned in a generally north and south direction corresponding to climatic belts. Prairie soils lie in the eastern-most part where Thornthwaite (12) classifies the climate as moistsubhumid. The Chernozem soils, and some of the Chestnut soils, lie within Thornthwaite's belt of dry-subhumid climate, the western part of which follows the western boundary of Chestnut soils in some places and lies considerably farther east in other places. Generally, the drier part of the Chestnut soils zone is within the eastern edge of Thornthwaite's semiarid climatic belt. Thornthwaite's semiarid belt embraces all of the zone of Brown soils, and in addition, a small area of Sierozem soils in southeastern Colorado. Along the foothills of the Rocky Mountains the westward trend toward aridity is reversed. The semiarid parts of the Great Plains grade first into dry-subhumid areas just east of the mountains, then rapidly through a moist-subhumid zone into humid climates in the mountains. Corresponding reversals in vegetation types and soils, from one end of the Rocky Mountains to the other, exemplify the phenomena commonly called vertical zonation. A similar reversal of soil and vegetation zones may be seen around and into the Black Hills, and the smaller isolated mountains of central Montana.
Boundaries drawn on maps between soil zones suggest sharp breaks between the regions of Prairie and Chernozem soils, between the Chernozem and Chestnut soils, and so on. Actually, the boundaries are transitional. For example, the transition from Prairie to Chernozem soils forms a belt in eastern Nebraska 30 to 50 miles wide. Only where there is a sharp break in climatic conditions, as along Pine Ridge in eastern Wyoming and northwestern Nebraska, are there .sharp changes in climap will separate soils of one zone from t other. In this instance, as in many like it, t ing local soil zones are too small to be show scale maps like Fig. 2 .
Not only do broad zones of soils correspo differences in climate and vegetation but th many local areas where climate, vegetation, materials are sufficiently different from surrou to be reflected in soils. Many local conditions caused by local differences in moisture regim ample, the sunny side of hills frequently w to have more sparse vegetation and drier e mates than the shady sides of the same hills vex slope is likely to be drier than an adjac one. Thus, a few acres of Chernozem soils sites are surrounded by Chestnut soils on d is not unusual to find representatives of Chestnut, and even Brown soils in close ass responding to local differences in moisture vegetative cover. Local differences in soils ar along the zones of transition than within parts of any given soil zone.
PARENT MATERIALS
Parent materials of soils in the Great Plain grouped here under five main heads. In dr eralized maps, like Fig. 1 , it is necessary to eral complexes of parent materials.
GLACIAL AND PERIGLACIAL DEPOSIT
Glacial till.-Practically all of the glacial Great Plains region is more or less calcar where it has been leached. Some of the till much clay shale that soils developed from are quite high in clay and much like those de rectly from shale. On the smaller proport glacial till that is composed largely of grave with much less clay, soils are correspondin gravelly, or both. Generally, the glacial depo Great Plains are dominated by clay loams and only a minor proportion of sandy till. Much sas glacial drift of northeastern Kansas, e braska, and southeastern South Dakota is so ered by loess that the till has little influence o
The glacial deposits of North Dakota and and most of those of South Dakota, that co rectly to soil formation are largely of variou
